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Among the boundary areas of biology which touch upon !_
i
human techno!ogy, the flight of animals takes on a special i_
position, not only with respect to _ts meaning, but also with }
respect to its theoretical and practical experimental difficulties. !• 1
Naturally the bio!ogist and the engineer !ook at it from different _
angles: the bio!ogistis interestedin the productionhistorv !.
of flying animals explanations of the manifold adaptions of
' i
_ structure and functions which, naturally, affect not only the i
( wing and its mode of movement, but .alsotheir muscle structure, _t
their nerve systemand senses, circulationand breathing,or to be [
exact their entire organism, for flying is a high-efficiency i
performance which requires_an optimum of technical _design, !,
properties of the construction materials, and of operating economy, i
The physicist,on the other hand, is interestedin the motion _
itself and explanations.from an aerodynamic, and, above all, an
energy standpoint.
The problems of the biologist, especially with regard to
questions of anatomy, have been solved only in large generalities;
much remains to be done with individual problems. Here the
physiologist faces a complete wastelan_ where initial efforts
have been expended in only a few areas. Whoever tackles the
anatomical-physiological problems of flying animals must soon
realize that he cannot continue without more exact_knowledge of
the physical side, that his conclusions become unreliable or even
impossible because such a large part of the organism is directedf
toward solving these purely technical •problems. One should take
i
_-_ advantage of this problem situation;for one does not often get
an opportunityin livi_ nature to subject a process or functional
complex to a purely technica! and thus unambiguous judgment.
Thus, to look at only one aspect, the much contested,often
scorned but yet unavoidablepoint of view of "functionalityor
usefulness"of anima! developmentthen takes a certain immediate
importancewhere the biologica!functionalitybecomes a technica!
one. in order to give an actual example for today's genetics
we can, assuming we know the aerodynamiclaws, state immediately,
for mutation stages which affect the wing, its size, shape,
elasticity,bristles, etcv and for which a great number are known
in the insect-world (see figure !), under which external conditions
(flight conditions)the new shape will be different ("better"
resp. "worse", everythingelse being equal) than the initia! shape;
such a statementis of decisive importancein evaluatingsuch a!
change.
F I/ _ Figure l: Some examples of extensive
( !_ _ : wing changes from mutations in insects;
_,_¢ a) slip wasp Habrobracon,reduction of
area to about one half (the norma! wing
_ contour is shown by the dashed line);
•ly; b-d. changesthe mutant cannot _
_'-_ in the shape of the wing; e-f (!ookingd
•_'_v _ from in front) changes in wing
r . curvature of the dew fly Drosophila.
" The technicalpoint of view takes on special interestfor
the biologist in two differentconnectionsfor comparative
investigationsof the many-sidednessof animal flight organs: first
where it competes with the_historica!concept in that starting
material and developmentpotentials for adaption to obvious
"desired"technica!goals face limitations;here it]is always
astonishing to what degreelnature has extended these limits and !
hov_ little the "ballast", depending on genetic history, has obstructed i
I
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the teclnmological perfection. We shal! learn of many such examples, i:
in the second _!ace, all those cases are of interest where the
wing, at the same time, is an object for adaptation to other,
not flight-±echnological functions, where it must Serve further
i :_
_e requirements or, at least, shall not prevent them.
As is well known the function of mechanical protection, for
instance, plays an important role among insects where either a
close mutual correlation of body- and wing shape (e.g. for many
bed-bugs) or a more one-sided adaptation of a pair of wings so
that it no longer serves as a flight organ but as a protective
organ (e.g._for many beetles). In addition to mechanical
protection Optical protection often is required whereby the wings
are also utilized through various development stages. The thus
arising changes in shape necessarily affect the flight capability
and often force it to give. up its flight potential - a concession
which is understandable in all those cases where flying is not
needed for the search for food or for reproduction, but primarily
_- for escape; this is a case where, by means of camouflage it is /349
replaced by an incomparably more economical medium and thus becomes
expendable. Figure 2 presents some examples of these statements
for the category of grasshopperso The comparative study of
such transformation shapes with retrogressing flight capability
becomes especially intriguing because here, as often in other
places, the functional changes precede the change of shape,
i.e., shapes which become physiologically incapable of flight,
while flying, considered from a technological-anatomical stand-
point, is still very much needed; in addition it is of interest
because rudimentary flight organs can still findapplication
(e.g.Tas a "scare medium" !by means of sudden expanding of the
wings). Here a wide field is open for comparative biological,
physiological, and aerodynamic investigations.
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Figure 2. Examples of severa! wing transformation ways in grass-
hoppers. The types in row a differ from each other, for about
equal size and area loading, mainly in the shape of the surface
and thus primarily from a flight-technological aspect. In
rows b and c the optical adaptation influences the make-up of
the wing; b) simulating the appearance of a leaf; the shape on
the left still carries (while maintaining the usual wing contour)
the look of a blossom; in the second one the front wing imitates
a yellow, freshly fallen leaf, and the third one a brown,
somewhat rotting !eaf; the fourth, as a bundle, looks like the
very much destroyed remains of a leaf, only the hind wing, not
visible in the rest position, does not change (except for a
decrease in size; c) increasing adaptation to the appearance of
a twig wi,th backward formation of the wings.
W--'.
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_ For aT__!these _problems mentioned here the bio!ogist cannot _}.::
get along without an experimentally or theoretically confirmed [i
concept of what occurs physically during flight; beyond that the !'<
aerodyns_micist can teach him to observe certain relationships i
and to gather da±a in such _a way %hat they can als O be evaluated I.
physically• Much is still lacking in this connection; the subject [
i
presentation shall give some pointers in this regard. _i
0n the other hand, the physicist interested in animal flight i
is dependent on the assistance of the zoologist; for, except
for purely practical standpoints, every subjective physical I
consideration can also lead easily to false conclusions of which !:{
a largenumber are knownin historysince,as alreadymentioned i
and in contrast to the flying machine various necessaryliving !_
functions, in addition to fly.ing, must be brought into balance [
with the flight prerequisites; this must be accomplished with [.
I
[
the shapes dictated by. its genetic history•
We can pose the question here as to just what benefit I
f-- aircraft techno!ogy can stil! derive today from its interest !
I
in the flight of animals The time where birds generally set _• [
the idea! example and where imitation of their flight was the goal i
I
of:human flight technologyi has !ong since passed; one can say
that it ended with LILIENTHAL'S fatal crash in 1896• All previous [
iand later attempts to build flapping airplanes failed and only i
!
taught Us to better recognizethe difficulties;this, however, I
did not_prevent that even today and probably in the future many _
wil! praise flapping flight as the only.ideal flying mode and wi!l
always "invent" flapping-mode airplanes, although only on paper.
However, the number of serious proponents of the flapping-
mode airplane concept is smal! among today's designers.*
*In the first place we shouid here mention A. Lippisch (Flugzeugsport
17, 246(1925); Luftwelt 2,'106 (1935); Der Segelflieger 1936, No's
9-12) who attempted to clarify the status in various presentations
and who also build flight-worthy models which, in addition to a pair
r-_ of;rigid wings, include two small elastic flaps which replace the
propeller-a partial solution which can be realized in practice
considerably more easily than the "100% flapping" Concept of animals.
5
_,,'_...._ _, since the animal flapping-modeflight is always considered
in the light of a potentia! imitation of this mode of movement - /350
t_e ln__o_uc_ion"" _ of the curved, thick, front rounded-offbird
__o__i_ into flight technologyby LILIENTHALis the only important
i_novationwhich is practical today and which owes its concept
to the example of the birds - the interest of technologyin the
±ll_h_ of animals has decreasedconsiderablyas can easily be
understood. According to loutideas the continuousdiscussions
of human flapping-modeflight (possiblyeven with muscle power)
have done more harm than good because they diverted attention
from other ideas which are of importanceeven for today's
aircraft technologyand from specia! problemswhich flying animals
and flight aircraft,despite the differingpropulsionmodes, \
must be able to solve in similar ways and which have actually
been solved in part independentlyof each other.
Let us illustratethe meaning of this with an example:.
the requirementexisting for faster, larger flight_animals
<larger birds) as wel! aslfor the faster aircraft,namely to
reduce their speed, as needed, by means of special auxiliary
devices without correspondingloss of lift. In airplanes there
is a large number of such "high-liftdevices"of which the most
important are shown in figure 3. Their commonprinciple rests
in the capabilityto produce a larger angle of attack or a higher
" curvature of the wing and thus a higher lift without allowing the
f!ow at the wing upper surface to "detach"with 'the formation
of energy-consumingturbulence. The endangeredzones lie behind
the wing nose in front and at the trailing edge of the wing
because at both places the velocity along the surface decreases
rapidly; here also they are increased artificially by means, of
jet-like slots (because of pressure differences between the upper
and !ower wing surfaces)through which air is forced to flow
and thus to supply anew kinetic energy to the upper surface.
Therefore, such slots, often only formed when needed, are attached
in front (slats) or behind (slottedflaps, Fowler wings). In
/_ principle this effect can be increasedstil! more by numerous
i
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'_-_ Figure3: Variousversionsof !!
_._-_r ___ ._ t landing aids (means for generating !1
high lift) in airplanes : [
1. slat 2. s!otted flap,
3. Fowler wing, 4. split flap i
"\ (Zap flap); !
----_ __--- 3 dashed lines:position of the
auxiliary surfaces during non-use
\ (fast cruise), [
-- solidlines:positiondurings!owflights
_/ I_- i Figure 4: High-liftmeans f°r
_A ..... birds: a) wing of an acceleration
\ shaker (pheasant) with slots between
( _ b the hand swings and spread thumb
_I "_" wing; below, section throughrhea center of the wing length.
' _ b) sea gull in,shaking position;
the wings swing approximatelyaround the turn-_xes indicated by
_ dotted lines; next to it a section
' _ through the wing tip when pulled
(= front flap) and when returned
away
d S (= back flap); the arrow denotes
the incident flow direction.
c) frigate bird (Fregata) and
d) forked tail falcon (Elanoides
e furcatus) with closed and with
widely spread tail; next to it a cross-sectional view. e) sea-gull
on landing while pulling away arm swings and cover feathers from
f_ each other as two surfaces; next to it a cross-sectiona! view
(b and e from fast-action photographs).
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such slots, although with considerable increase in resistance.
An analogous function is performed by a split flap Which produces i
a suction under the trailing wing edge and thus better attachment
of the f!ow over it.
The above-mentioned high-lift devices are alsofound on /351
many birds. Already wel! known is the function of the thumb wing
(figure 4a) corresponding to that of the airplane slat whose
lifting-off from the wing during landing (and at the start) has
been proven by fast-action photographs.* The method to install !
severa! s!ots in successionhas been implementedin'variousways
t
in'birds. Thus, for example, in many shapeswhich for straight- !
• Iline flight_exhibit a c!osed surface, slots appear between the
hand flaps during flapping _at the moment when the wings touch !(figure 4b). For "acceleration flaps" the hand flaps at the
spread wings are always separated by slits so that an analogous i
effect is produced here as ithe wings come together and separate, i
Even much larger birds, especially upwind sai!ors, often have ,!
wide s!ots between the hand flaps (cf. figure 5a). Because of i
the lack of more exact information we shall not discuss in detai! t
• l
the presumably,in individua!cases, differingaerodynamiceffects I
of such.slot wings. _ "
The protruding movement of-a part of the Wing toward the
rear, such as in the Fowler wing, where increases in area,
increases in curvature, and slot effects together increase the
lift, do not occur in birds for anatomical reasons; instead many
birds apparently make use 6f the possibility to press against
* compare E. Stresemann, Ayes (in Handbuch d. Zool.) 1931, 572;
nice oictures, especially Of the stork, are also found in K. Lorenz
(J.f. Ornithol., 81, i07, 1933). To judge from his description,
the first hand flap can also take on this function (alpine jackdaw).
.. Special mention should also be made of the work of Lorenz, rich in
content and based on un-pr_conceivedobservations.It is probably
the best that has been written since LILIENTHALwith respect to the
problem of anima! flight although some of the explanations
contained therein can no longer be upheld.
8
the wing a long and strongly-forked tail consisting of two wings il
simultaneouslyfolded toward the rear. A tendency toward this _[
ts-oeof developmentdirection can be found in manybird types; I_
t
extreme cases are the frigate bird (Fregata)and still more [(
noticeablean American falcon (Elanoidesfurcatus)for'which the [
longest tail feather largely correspondsto the longest of the [
[
very long hand flaps with respect to strength,curvature,and
'[,
length (see figures 4c, d); The mode of operationof the forked [
tail presented here was first investigated by us theoretically [
and then was observed for swal!ows and gliders_ later we discovered i
a flight mode of the frigate bird described by A. Magnan* with [
a certain amount of wondermentand without attempt 1o explain [
it which agreed exactly with our assumption.** By observation [
and fast-action photographs of landing sea gulls we have convinced [
ourselves of the existence in birds of a device analogous to the
split flap. Here, at times, the angle of the arm flaps is !owered
to such an extent that they separate from the cover feathers and(
that a wedge-shapedopening develops between the two, as explained
in figure 4e.
The parallelsbetween birds and airplanes,demonstratedby
the example of the high lift devices, suggest that, by a study
of animal flight, new and importantforms could be found for the
technologyfor applicationto aerodynamics_our own experiences
which we cannot discuss in greater detai! in this place, confirm
these suppositions.
* According to A. Magnan (Le vol des oiseaux e% le vo! des avions,
Paris 1931, p. 133) this bird has the capability to rise suddenly
without any visible, wing flap where only, the tail is parted
extremely ("ires etale_ et:grandement echancr_e").
**Obviously many, and e.g.gal! _oft and !oosely constructed
forked tails of the birds do not have aerodynamic, but rather
other biological functions.f
J
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Even for analyses with respect to theoretical aerodynamics
animal flight poses a plethora of interesting problems. The
very astounding wide range_of the absolute values for flying
animals - from a 9 m span width of the extinct flying lizard
Pteranodon to 2 mm and less for insects - and the just-as-wide
range of flying speeds - from about 200 km per hour for the
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) and more than i00 km per hour
for a number of other birds to a maximum speed of 4-5 km/hour
and below for certain insects - suggests that one estimate the
range of Re_nold's numbers which apply for flying animals. The
Reynold's number Re = _vl!/_ where v is the velocity, i a
characteristic length (wing depth), _ the density of the medium
and Z_its viscosity ( %g/_ for air at room temperature is about
15 " i0 -u m /sec), denotes the ratio of the inertia to the viscosity
forces. Its importance lies in the fact that the laws of motion
of fluids are appreciably different, depending on whether
inertia forces (large Re) or viscosity forces (small Re) predominate.
For many birds in horizontal flight the Reynold's number lies
considerably above i00,000 (buzzard about 250,000, dove and frigate
bird about 300,000, peregrine falcon up to 550,000). These values
are not too far below those of our airplane types (several 1,O00,O00);
this shows that the wing of birds is also comparable to the lift
surfaces of airplanes with..respect to shape, profile, and surface
makeLup(compare figure 5ai.
. Figure5: a) wing contourfor ,> -
/ _ i!II_ i_ bent and extended hand and profile
• !
_ of a fresh buzzard wing;
3_ b) contour and "profile" of a
dragonfly (Ca!opteryx).
!
a b
I0
i
_ however the conditionsare entirelydifferentFor ":,sects, ,
7
A certainproblemarisesherebecauseof the highflapping i
frequency since, for this reason, flow velocitiesover the various !i
positions of the wing span differ greatly. As average Reyno!d's /352
numbers one can estimate: butterfly 500, bumble-bee 4000,
dragonfly 6000. For these'small Reynolds numbers it is now very i:
questionablewhether there's any circulation at all about the wing [!
asprescribed in airfoil wing theory. It is known that for ill
Reynolds numbers of the order of magnitude conventional in flight _:_:
techno!ogy this ideal flow'can be used as an approximate of the [
rea! f!ow because the f!ow is attached almost "to the tail section _i
of the wing on account of the turbulent friction layers.* [i
However, for lower Reynolds numbers the f!ow is preferably laminar. I
For laminar friction layers reverse flow easily occurs because _
of energy !osses caused by interna! friction which can result [
in flow separation from the wing and thus a decrease in lift.
• [This phenomenon, however, can be suppressed by the installation i
of'some devices which generate turbulence in the friction layer
(such as a thin wire ahead-of or above the leading wing edge) !i
because the thus produced particle exchange transverse to the i_
f!ow direction feeds energy of motion to the layers near the wall [
which counteracts a reverse f!ow. From this standpoint one might _'
also suspect that insects have devices which convert a potentia! I:i
laminar f!ow to a turbulent one. Indeed, upon microscopic |
observation, one finds on many insect wings and especially at i
the leading edge, bristles; teeth or similar formations which [
could actually Serve this purpose (cf. figure 6). The especially _i
frequentbristlecoverage1s not surprisingin suchcaseswhere [
it extends over the whole body and thus could_have a protective [
[
*The term friction layer was introduced by L. Prandtl and is based !
on'the idea that viscosity_effects play a role only in the !!
_ediate vicinity of the wal! while in the free stream an ideal, i
_- frictionless f!ow can be assumed, iD
[
. [
ll [i
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_-_ Figure 6: Turbulence-generating
devices on insect wings
__.__\_"'"_ "_ _ . a) section through front edge of a
_- dragonfly wing (Calopteryx) with two
p
a rows of teeth,
'_°_ b) through the corresponding zone of
,_ _. -- a mosquito wing (Tipula) with bristles
_ - al! over the front edge,
b c) wing of a gall bug (Oligarces)
._ with hairy edge. (The enlargement
.. .c scale is about equal in all 3 cases.)
function, even for the wing; in other cases, however, such as
o!igarces) the bristles are limited to the edge of the wing, and
only as far as the wing is_effective as an airfoil; here
only the presumed aerodynamic function of the bristles could come
into consideration. Even the fact that the insect wing is a thin
plate, often kinked at the base for strength purposes (figure 5b)
could have a favorable effect on flow at low Reynolds numbers.
A second group of aerodynamic problems is concerned with the
swinging motion of the wing and thus with the fact that the flow
around the surface is not stationary. The non-stationary air
foil theory which we had to consult for a theoretical overview*,
has shown that here the physical processes are characterized by
a new parameter 9, the reduced frequency. _ = n s/v is formed by
the frequency n of the wing flapping, the half-span width s and
the incident flow velocity V.** For processes at the wing cross
section the frequency formed and reduced by the half wing depth 1/2
is the deciding factor. For y = o the motion is stationary;
*c_. H.G. Kuessner (Luftfahrtforschung 13, 410 (1936); 17, 370 (1940)
** i/y = _ /s denotes the wave length _ referenced to the half-
span width s.
i
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as y increases, first the effect of the turbules which are dropping /353
_-_ off periodically as the result of changes in circulation and then
the effect of mass accelerations of the air become _noticeable.
if y is small (order of magnitude of about 0.1 - 0;2), one can
neglect the non-stationary effects and can assume that at every
point in time those flow conditions would prevail, as an approx-
imation, which govern the stationary case.
The reduced frequencies of the mid-sized to large birds in
horizontal flight, according to various existing data, move at
about O.1 (e.g. peregrine falcon at 0.06, dove at 0.08, crow at
O.11, partridge at 0.12"). One could thus try to get along with
a quasi-stationary theory. Such a theory for the case of simple
motion (where the wing swings up and down as a whole) shall be
discussed later. - However, for many insects and some small
birds, also for larger ones during start and landing, the reduced
frequency could be considerably higher. For the extreme case of
flying in place where the wings are to•be moved primarily in an
approximately horizontal path (hummingbird, many insects) one
could try a theory based on the concepts developed for helicopters;
however, we will not discuss this further in this presentation.
l
llI.
The ideas presented so far served to explain more closely
our opinion that a theoretical-experimental explanation of the
flight of animals could produce fruitful results not only for
_io!ogy, but also for technology and aerodynamics. What means are
available today for researching this area?
On the purely biological side the methods,•especia!ly the
physiological ones (muscle-, nerve-, and sensing physiology)
have generally been developed sufficiently far to give promise to
*_A!though numerous data as to velocities and flapping frequencies
are available, there are no associated ones from the standpoint
of reduced frequency; for that reason the numbers quoted are
somewhat uncertain.
7
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- the involvementwith the problemsof animalflightmotions.
From a kinematicUtechnologica! aspect good slow-motion.photo-
graphs, taken under completely natural as well as under various
experimental conditions, are indispensable. However, the
experimental investigations of animal flight mechanics are limited
by the fact that we deal here with creatures which react to
every forced action with disturbed or changed functionality
which by themselves, rule out many necessary measurements, such
as in a wind tunnel, as wel! as tests concerning the power require-
ments during f!ight,.ete. This fact inspired one of us (v.H.),
based on extensive tests with animals over many years and with
various (in part newly-constructed) drives as wellas with wings
moved in different ways, to construct swinging-flight models
which in all their essential characteristics imitate the various
animal flying modes. With them it becomes easier, as will be
shown below, to conduct more accurate measurements since here
one has control of all effective causal measures. - The term
"model tests" has different shadings in bio!ogy and in technology.
Biological models (such as protoplasma motions, nerve conductors,
nerve coordination) only afford, as is generally admitted today,
only formal analogies and thus have primarily only heuristic
and didactic value. Model tests in technology (such as wind
tunnel tests or tests with free-flying models such as have been
employed successfully in the study of spins) are already conducted
with the object itself, although under predetermined simplifying
conditions. This possibiiity to simplify, to vary only one of
many effective factors at a time and thus to be able to recognize •
its role within the entire framework, is afforded by the tests
of free-flying swing models. Thus it becomes indispensable as
a connecting link between theory and the flight processes in
nature.
IV.
In order to get a more exact view of the underlying conditions
I
' in wing flaps we deve!oped in the following, as a basis for
14
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o(-_ discussion,a,quasi-stationarytheory which startswith a
simplifiedmotion of the wing. We assumed here that the wing moves
up and down as a whole, that is, it produces the same movement at
each position of the cross section.
In a fixed-volumecoordinatesystem (x - axis horizontal,
positive toward the front; z - axis vertical,positive upward;
unit of length: half-spanwidth s; X/S = _ ; z/s = _ ) the
motion of a point in the mid cross section of the wing would be
in the path
' where a is the amplitude of the flapping motion (measuredin
half-span width and "V = ns/v _ith n = flap frequency,v =
(constant)path velooityJ is the reduced frequencywhich we
shal! consider,as explainedabove, to be of a small magnitude.
Furthermorethe wing should periodicallychange its angle of
attack _ , with respect to the given incidentf!ow direction,by
an average value 0( with changes in amplitudeOql:o
_= _°+_,_o_l_=_-_i
Thus first a phase difference_ between the flappingmotion and
angle of attack movements is introducedwhose optimum value we
shall determinelater. We can now determinethe forces arising
from these motions. As a unit for these forces we choose, as
P v2F where is the density of the medium and F is /354usual
the wing area. For the flight forces norma! to a given incident
flow direction (lift,c ) We obtain, based on Prandt!'s airfoil
a
theory and with the assumption of ellipticallift distribution
across the span width (whichproduces no significantlimitations)
a linear relation with the angle of attack:
==
c_=dc./da=}+----7)_=const,
where/_is the aspect ratio 4 s2/F of the wing. The force of
the air in the directionof the given onflow (drag cw) is made
up of the induced drag Cwi which is a square function of ca, and
/-_ the profile drag Cwp which is assumed to be independentof the
15
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z q l e  of a t t a c k :  
' a, - 
Figure 7: Propulsion e f f i c i e n c y  
of wing f l app ing  as a u n i t .  
* 
Figure 8: Thrust  va lues  cs a t t a i n e d  
by t h e  wing while swinging as a u n i t .  t 
Of p a r t i c u l a r  i n t e r e s t  t o  us  a r e  t h e  components of t h e  a i r  f o r c e s  
z  
i n  a v e r t i c a l  and cx i n  a hor izon ta l  d i r e c t i o n .  We denote wi th  
- ,  - - 
-. 
cl c 
~ ( 5 )  -- ----- = 2""" s in2 "'16 t 
I t h e  angle  between t h e  p a t h  ( i n c i d e n t  c flow d i r e c t i o n )  and t h e  
h o r i z o n t a l  a t  every l o c a t i o n  E. which, according t o  our assumptions, 
can be considered t o  be small so t h a t  s i n e  )' :% y, cos ~ ' .=1: 
t h e n  between cx ,  c Z ,  and c a y  cw t h e  f o1,lowing r e l a t i o n s "  hold 
I n  t h i s  vray we have t h e  means t o  determine horizoni&l:i and v e r t i c a l  
* V e r t i c a l  fo rces  have a  p o s i t i v e  s i g n  i n  an upward d i r e c t i o n  
/-- and h o r i z o n t a l  have a p o s i t i v e  s i g n  toward t h e  b a c k .  Thus t h e  
forward t h r u s t  has a negat ive  s i g n .  
:-° I(
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forces at every point in the path. We calculate their average
values over one wave length of the swing as:
2_
_'= '($)_$= I+ 21A_o= c.._o= C.o
O
and accordingly
where_ cwi o = ca2/_ is the induced drag which the wing would
o
have if the _o_flow were stationary with an ang!e6< o. This
equation shows that the average vertical force cx is not changed
by the swinging motion and that we have obtained indeed, beside
an additional induced drag (swinging drag) i
c_,,_ c_ ._
_;i"_ = Y_
(which, incidentally, is exaqtly half the value as that associated
with a stationary onflow at an angle 0< I ).also a force effective
in the forward direc±ion, the swinging forward thrust
--_ c_sin_•_,a•_
In order to make this as large as possible, we must first set
? 7//2: the incident swing must lag the stroke swing by
7T/2 which is immediately clear. One further recognizes the need
for a change in the incident angle because for _i = o one obtains
no forward thrust on the average. The forward thrust increases
with increasing stroke amplitude _ a* and with increasing angle
of attack amplitude _i" However, both are limited in their
upper values: Y by %he assumptions of the quasi-stationary theory,
a in practical cases for constructive reasons and O<I by the
+ O_ must notrequirement that the maximum angle of attack c<•o _ i
lead to a detachment of the flow from the airfoil.
Since the drag resulting from the swinging motions at the
same time increases as the square of ¢( i' it would be practica!
* Va = as/A is the stroke amplitude referenced to the wave
length _
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.to consider for which stroke - and for which angle of attack /355
_- amolitude the examined swinging thrust produces the most favorable
results. Therefore we define a propulsion efficiency_
swinging drag i F)(]
swinging thrust "77(_+ 2) _ta
Thus the propulsion efficiency increases with increasing stroke
amplitude V a and with decreasing angle of attack amplitude L>(!
(see figure 7). A greater aspect ratio of the wing also increases
@_ . Except for very small stroke amplitudes _a = 0.01 we
find efficiencies which equal those attained in propeller-driven
airplanes. Whether one can utilize in practice the extraordinarily
high efficiencies for small angle of attack amplitudes o<I
depends on whether the thrust _s thus generated ( = swinging
thrust + swinging drag)
c&_
is sufficient to overcome the stationary drag. For a quickerolook
(_- at this question the thrust _s has been plotted against 6_ I
in figure 8 for various values of _ a. (For an airplane including
fuselage and drive the drag cw which must be overcome is of the
order of 0.05 for horizontal flight).
In order to clear up the situation immediately for subsequent
applications, let us consider several examples. For a given
wing we have three mutually independent free parameters: the
average angle of attack o(o (or correspondingly ca ), the angle ofo
attack amplitude O( 1 and the stroke amplitude ]/a. A simple
motion would be one where the angle of attack does not change
*This is (for c--x = O) simultaneously the ratio of the power which
we must input in order to overcome the stationary portion
cwi ° + cv_ of the drag to the power which we must_ actually
expend and which is greater than the first by the amount
(swing drag x flight velocity).
I
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f_-- (04=0_° =constant; 01-1= 0)7 the determiningfactor for the air _i.
forces that arise is the angle of attack with respect to a given i_
incident flow direction, and not with respect to the horizontal. [
Thus at each point in the path we obtain the same. lift Cao.
While the forward thrust arising from the away-stroke of the
wing is cancelled by a corresponding backward thrust as the wing
returns (figure 9a). - A different limiting case is obtained if
We set O< o o and thus assume OQ I to be different from zero.
in this case the lift generated by the away-stroke is compensated
for by a corresponding negative lift for the return stroke. In
this way we. obtain for both motion phases a coinciding (but
fluctuating periodically in its magnitude) forward thrust (figure
9b, solid curves). - Between these extremes different intermediate
shapes are conceivable. Starting with figure 9b we obtain, for
small average angles of attack, a corresponding small, but
different from zero, average lift (figure 9c). Figure 9d
represents a special case, to be mentioned later, where reverse
thrust never occurs, but where forward thrust and lift temporarily
become equal to zero during the return stroke. In figure 9e we
approach the case for 9a; although we have a lower fluctuation
in lift corresponding to 10w fluctuations in angle of attack, we
only obtain a low forward thrust. The dashed curves plotted
here show how the situation reverses if the swing of the angle of
attack, instead of lagging, leads the stroke swing by_2_/2, a
case to which we shall also return.
Until now we made the_assumption that stroke- as well as
angle of attack oscillationsare sine-shaped. Let us quickly
show that this fact does not affect the general Ivalidity of what
has been presented here. This can already be seen from the fact
that one can resolve any arbltrary curve into harmonic oscillations.
For a non-sinusoidal path curve _(_) we can
easily show in another way, the truth of our statement that without
changes in the angle of attack no forward thrust can be _enerated
on the average. We only assume that 1(_} is a
!
periodic function (with the period _/s = 1/%t ):
S"
!
= constant. II
if O( = _ o = constant,then also ca = Cao = constant and cwo i:_!
The average forward thrust: i_
_+. */, !:
+++ jii
€o
. +..
is ....then becausee.(p)= --too"V(+)+ ++and?($) +iI
-- d _]d_ . 'equal. _":
, , |;
=c,4'[¢(_o+I]v)-¢(_o)]+ c..o=c++. [_[An example of such a motion is shown in figure 9f. i
Even for the case of non-sinusoidal angle of attack oscillations _
one can use the above treatment. Figure 9b presents an example t]
in the dashed curves. I!
Constant incident flow velocity was another assumption. If I_
this fluctuates about an average value vo according to [
\ Vo / !+
by the small contribution Z_v, then one can easily show from
Prandtl's airfoi! theory that this change in velocity z_%v corresponds j.
to a change in angle of attack _.
I
1'0
which furnishesa link to our earlier statements. In this way
I
we could also, for example, obtain a forward thrust which does /356
not vanish, on the average, for the case of constant angle of !
L
attack o< = (_, . [
o
Until now we have not considered the third parameter, the
stroke amplitude _a. The motion of the animal wing differs, as
is well known, from that just treated by the fact that the wing
is connected to the body so that the stroke amplitude increases
toward the end of the wing. Thus the theory should be expanded
such that "a" is inserted as being dependent on the coordinate y
in the direction of the span width. Compared to'the theoretical
treatment this motion, aside from some insignificant disadvantages,
has-some primarily practical advantages. The main disadvantage
20
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Figure 9: Various forms of motion and their associated
air forces during a swing for the entire swinging wing.
i
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to
_ could be in the fact that the lift distribution is no !onger
elliptical which would result in an increase of induced drag.
However, one could conceive a motion for which the increasing
stroke amplitude is accompanied by such a decrease of the angle of
attack that the elliptical lift distribution would be retained.
However, this type of motion would share a decisive disadvantage
with the plate swinging up and down as a unit: the large fluctuation
of the vertical force during one oscillation. However, this
fluctuation must lead to an increasingly strong up-and-down
movement of the center of gravity with decreasing stroke frequency, /357
everything else being equal. If we now consider large, slowly
beating birds, we cannot observe a significant vertical pendulum
movement of the body (in horizontal flight); only those shapes
with very long wings and lightly loaded wing areas (such as sea
swallows) exhibit this motion to a noticeable, but still lower
degree. .The compensation of this vertical motion, however, is
made possible for an angular movement, as performed by animal
.P wings, by the fact that individual wing zones have different
stroke amplitudes and that they can thus assume different functions.
How this is possible will be explained in the following by means of
flight models•
V •
in this place we shal! not go further into the history of the
swinging-flight'model construction ("full swinging" model) -
a long chapter if we consider the number'of people who have
investigated this area and a very short one if we consider the
results• - As far as we know nobody has surpassed the results of
P_naud which go back a long way and who in 1870 succeeded •in lifting
off the ground a small model with elastic wings by means of a
rubber motor and simple crank drive (in a type of motion which
one could designate as "shaking"). The main difficulties of a
true-to-nature simulation of the motion lie first in the proper
.... combination of stroke and turning motion of the wing and secondly
I
in the not less important, but always ignored proper force
22
, Figure I0' Force expended by the engine
I
on the wing Versus path during a swing of ii
away st_o_e , the flight mode! (cf. figure 13) used as
- example. For a comparison the force i
_l \.\ .// I !i
__e (dashed curve)- [_
path _,
\ !
distribution(the almost always employed thrust-crankdrive is
not suited for this purpose, compare also figure i0), and finally
in the production of a stable flight position. A more detailed
descriptionof how these 3 prbblems are solvedby the flight
model constructedby us, is beyond the scope of this paper.
The following genera! statementsshould suffice.
As far as the motion of the wing itself is concerned,stroke
amplitude, changes of angle of attack, and twist of the surface
along the span width, are variable and can be adjusted as desired.
The distribution of forces during a stroke phase can also be
varied within wide limits, as well as the force ratios between the
lifting and return stroke of the wing which can vary a great deal
among the individual animal flight modes. A compensating drive
takes care that the tension of the rubber motor which is decreasing
as the wings continue to flap, do not affect the flight movementl /358
the flaps of the wing can be produced,as desired, with equal or
gradually or suddenly increasingresp. decreasingforce. The
_l!gh_ mode! can easily start from the ground and can rise at
an angle of above _5°; some can also shake temporarilyin place.
For the models built to datewith 0.3 to 2.2 m span width flight
durations of 20 to 60 see were a_tained; a powered flight is
followed by a glide. The general stability,even for "only-wing""
models, is good beyond expectation,even in strongly agitated
air. Some typical flight pictures are shown in figures ii and 12.
!
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Figure 11: P i c t u r e s  from 
slow-motion photographs of 
two swinging-f l ight  models; 
l e f t :  model wi th  simple 
s l o t  wing, a t  an  ascension 
angle  of about 4 0 ,  " g r e a t l y  
shaking",  r i g h t :  another  
model during ground s tar t  
( c f .  a l s o  curve from f i g .  13 
taken with same model). 
Sequency of p i c t u r e s :  1) upper 
r e v e r s a l  po in t  2 )  "away" s t r o k e  
3) r e t u r n  s t r o k e .  The rubber  
motor i s  l o c a t e d  i n  t h e  wing.(below t h e  wing l ead ing  edge) 
i n  t h e  l e f t  model and i n  t h e  lower c r o s s  tube of t h e  d r i v e  
frame f o r  t h e  r ight-hand model. 
Figure 12: ~ i ~ h - s p e e d  
photographs of a f r e e  
f l y i n g  "wing-only" model 
wi th  views from below and 
from t h e  s i d e .  
/--_ Let us still mention here that we were primarily concerned with
' proving, above al!, the possibility of simulating animal flight
modes - primarily we were occupied to date with the flight modes
of the medium'sized to large birds, the bats, the flying lizards*,
the dragonflies, and the larger butterflies -] a detailed simulation
of the mode of movement of an individual flying animal has not
been attempted to date but should be attainable** without too
much difficulty on this basis. For the objective pursued by
us here, namely to furnish "proof of existence" for the new method,
it should be sufficient to present more accurate data for a single
example and, with their aid, to examine more closely several
remarkable points.
Figure 13 shows the curve-shaped evaluation of a flight path
taken with time-exposure photography; the model starts without
assignment of initial velocity in a "jump start" from the ground. /359
The middle zone of the curve shows the picture typical of this
flying mode. The center of gravity first exhibits a certain weak
periodic motion normal to the mid'path direction. (It should bei
mentioned that for horizontal flight this pendulum movement
*The flight technology of the pterosaurs and their particular,
interesting problems Shall be reported in another place based on
extensive model tests; it shall only be mentioned here that the
flying mode can also be simulated in the model by means of an
elastic flying membrane attached only at the front edge such as is
typical for such animals (the enormously elongated fourth finger
represents a stirrup-like device).
**Various models have often been demonstrated to the public, such
as during the model contests of the NS Flying Corps in Breslau
where they were awarded prizes; also in a presentation made by the
author (v.H.) to the session of the Lilienthal Society for Aeronautic
Research on 29. I. 1941. Description of the flight performance in
Breslau are found in W. Haas (Luftfahrt u. Schule 6, 22, 1940; in
the same volume one can find a presentation by v. Holst about the
same subject) and also by H. Winkler (Modellflug 6, 2, 1940)
who also presents the kinematics of the Breslau models.
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I - • II¸ng t
" "il,..
_ i ' _"enter of gravity
Figu_ 13: Motion of the center of gravity and the wing tip
in space (x - axis toward front, z - axis upward; S =
half span width) at the start of the mode! used as example.
Time intervalbetween two data points: 3/80 sec. (Evaluation
of a film strip with 80 frames per second).
disappearsalmost completely, just as in birds). In the second
place there are periodic ve!ocity fluctuationswhose magnitude
can be readily seen by the data points separa%edby equal time
/_ intervals:an increasinglysteeper path is accompaniedby an
increase in velocity. An attempt to draw conclusionsas to the
effective air forces from the movement of the center of gravity
wil! not be made here. Similarlythe very evident fact that
the expected increase in velocity and height resultingfrom away-
stroke from the wing materializedonly much later (namely during
the return stroke!) shall only be mentionedhere. For the given
distributionof forces during wing off- and back stroke shown in
figure lO the average velocities of both movements (such as for
many birds) approximatelyagree with each other. However, a
somewhat smaller,but distinct delay is noticed at the upper
reversal position of the wing motion: the model remains somewhat
- longer in the stationaryflight position with raised wings than
in the unstable position with !owered wings.
in the following table in addition to severa! genera! facts
concerningthe model, a number of evaluateddata for the average
flight path of the curve in figure 13 are presented.
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qTable
' span width 2 s O.8 m
2
wing area F 0.07 m
_'_eightG 0.007 kg
wing loading G/F O.1 kg/m 2
engine power N 0.00035 horse power
power loading G/N 20 kg/horse power
stroke angle 60°
average ascension angle 18°
-1
•average frequency n 2.7 sec
average velocity of center of gravity vs 1.8 m/sec
average velocity of wing tip 3 m/sec
f<o at base of wing -_ 15°
Oql at base of wing _ 5°
at wing tip _ 3°
_<o
O<l at wing tip _17 °
f
average lift coefficient c 0.49 °
a
average drag coefficient cw 0.37
average thrust coefficient cs 0.52
• reduced frequency %2 = nsi_ 0.6S
4
Reynoldsn berRe--  sF/2/zs !o
For the !ow weight the area loading of the model is smaller by
an order of magnitude than that of birds of corresponding size.
In connection with that the average velocity Of the center of
gravity is also noticeably smaller. This, however, causes a
relatively high reduced frequency for the given stroke frequency
which is not reduced to the same extent. It shall be the job of
the future to produce swing models which, with respect to area
loading, velocity - and thus Reynold's number - as well as with
(,---.. respect to reduced frequency agree with those of flying animals.
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Compared to values conventiona!in airplane construction
_ (2 to 8 kg/HP) the power !oadings seem to be extraordinarily
high. Here one should note, however, that this value is a
function of the absolute size. If we denote the ratio of the
linear dimensionsof two airplanesunder considerationwith
X = imodel/ lairplane then it is customaryto assume that the
weights vary as _ 3. In our case, however, the weight of the
mode! is so small that for G one should emp!oy a change of at
least the 5. power of the length dimensions• If we assume that
the air forces are comparablefor both cases, then we can show
by the methods of similaritymechanics,which we cannot discuss
here in detai!, that in our case the ratios of the power loadings*
must be _ -3/2 In this way we obtain, startingwith the mode!• !
an airplane with a power loading below 1 kg/HP; this means that
the model has an extraordinarilylarge engine compared to its
size• - In addition this considerationshows that flying machines
.. !
and flying animals, as !ong as the air forces remain comparable, !
achieve the same flight performancesfor decreasingabsolute /360 |
size with a less powerfu! engine relative to their weight.
The laws of similaritymechanics, touched upon here, can
also be of service in other areas. Thus with their help it is
possible to evaluate many data obtainedfrom aircraft construction
in the analysis of anima! flight and, on the other hand, to
compare differentflying models. !
The relativelystraight-linemotion of the center of gravity,
despite its low weight and slow flapping frequency,allows one
to conclude that the vertical force fluctuatesonly iittle during
a swing. This brings us to the problem, mentionedabove, of the
division of functionsalong the wing span width. LILIENTHAL**
had already assumed that in birds the wing area near the body
preferentiallyprovides steady lift while the wing tips provide
7
*if we assume that the weights vary as _ 3, then the power loadings
vary as _-_.
**0. LILIENTHAL, Flight of birds as a basis for the art of flying,
3rd edition, Munich and Berlin 1939.
r
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forward thrust. Although our evaluation method has not attained
the desired accuracy in this connection*, we can see indeed in
our example that the zone near the body functions with a low
angle of attack amplitude and a large angle of attack while,
reversely, the wing tip functions with•a large angle of attack
amplitude and a low average angle of attack. The angle of attack
ratios in our case thus qualitatively correspond, at the base of
the wing, to those of figure 9e (those of the dashed curves)
and at the wing tip to those of figure 9c. This shows that, on
the outer wing zone, the incident flow during the return stroke
is from above thus providing not only forward thrust but also
negative lift.** This negative lift, however, is•partially
compensated by an additional lift by the zone near the body.
Between the wing tip and the body there is a wing cross section
against which the incident flow occurs at an angle of attack
equal to zero (figure 9d); this location moves, on wing contact
(with the body) startingwith the tip first to•the inside and
_ then back again. - As the wing flaps away, we obtain lift and
forward thrust at all •positions of the span width; the latter is
produced here mainly by the wing tip since this has the highest •
stroke amplitude.
The example shown•here represents an average case insofar as
an additional increase of the wing section experiencing•negative
onflow during wing contact as well as a decrease of the same
toward zero is possible. •In the first case we approach a shaking
flight mode in whose extreme case, stationary flight, the entire
*Since for the models used by us to date the mechanically produced
motion of the wings was still modified by its elasticity, a
completely accurate determination of the motion is only possible
with the aid of time exposures.
**Let us mention again that figure 9 is valid only for the
theoretical case where each incremental area of the span width
produces the same motion. For a quantitative statement •one would
have to take into account, in our case, the mutual effects of the
individual wing cross sections (which have different motions).
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osurfaceexperiencesalternatelypositiveand negativeflow;in
the other case we apprQach a flying mode which occurs for
probably manybirds (surelyring doves) in fast horizontal
flight. Final determinations in this regard have yet to be made.
The given air force coefficients Ca, Cw, and cs were not
obtained from a quasi-stationarytheory in the above sense, but
from equilibriumconditions for the stationaryascendingflight.
If _'o is the average path angle, the average lift A of the
weight components G • cos _ o must maintain equilibrium and also
the average thrust S must be equal to the average drag
increased by the weight component G • sine _ o:
A = G • cos _ o
' _ + WS = G sine o
In these equationsG and _ o are known, as well as S which can
be calculatedfrom the enginepower N (in HP) and the average
" ve!ocity vs of the center of gravity:
= 75_ N/V s
Let us now assume an efficiency of 0.5 since this also includes
operating losses_etc. In this way we obtain A, W, and S and from
them their coefficients. This can be explained, among others,
by the steepness of the flight path (the path angle at every
point is considerably greater than was assumed in the quasi-
stationary theory) whereby a not lower component of the lift,
referenced to the average path direction, appears partially as
drag and partially as thrust. It should be mentioned that a
coarse estimate using a quasi-stationary theory leads to
similarly high values. As a comparison, figure 14 shows a short
flight path of another model with an ascension angle of 40 °•
The still steeper path (the flying modealready approaches the
shaking mode) with a reduced frequency V = 0.9 gives still
3o
s°
---_--:_center_ Figure14: Motionof the centerof gravityand thewzng of.. i
tio .Lgravz_Y_
_ _ __ _ wing tip in space during ascending flight of
-I_ ,__ ]!_ i another flight mode!. Details as in figure 13.!f-- i
-- = 1.2; c = i.I; c = 2 4 All thesegreater coefficients: ca w s " "
coefficientsare referencedto the average velocity of the mass
center of gravity.
VI.
Let us add a few short thoughts to the discussionof the
wing movement itself and its effects concerningthe stabilization
of the entire flightapparatus. Since the wing, as we saw, /361
had to execute an accurately dosed rotation about its longitudinal
axis the question arises, above all, how the thus arising
torques about the transverse axis of the flying animal resp.
the flight model are compensated. Observations of nature have
taught us that for larger or at least more slowly flapping flight
animals essentially two possibilities have been realized.
Either a special surface, separated from the wings has been
attached - the tail for birds and the main plate for certain
flying lizards with long lizard tail - at the rear end (figure 15 a-c);
or the rear mid-zone itself of the wing surface assumes the
stabilizing function as shown by bats and also by other flying
lizard types as well as by the larger butterflies which, in this
regard, fly like bats (figure 15 d-f). Both types of stabilization
can also be simulated in the flight model. Our tests to date in
this direction showed that, for the second type, the corresponding
rear wing zone, although capable of producing the up #nd down
motion of the wing, could naturally not take part in any rotation
about the longitudinal axis of the wing (compare figure 12 where
one can recognize in the photos taken from the side this movement
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0of the "tail-part"of the wing). Furthermoreit was shown that,
for the flight model, the slze of this area section could not go
below a certain minimum so as not to destroy the stability of the
transverse _xis (for the "only flying" mode! of figure 12 b, for
example, a reduction of this rear wing section by one third
prevented a stable flight). In comparisonthis zone can be
reduced considerablymore for flying animals (manybats and
presumably also flying lizards); birds are still able to fly
even with a complete loss of the tai! surface. In this connection
the birds are clearlysuperiorbecausetheyc_ mastereven an
unstable flight position by means of reflex corrections. There
are several means which they can employ here; exactly how they do
this can only be determined with the aid of good moving pictures.*
a _ b C
Figure 15: Position of stabilizing surface (cross-hatched)
for various flying animals; a) and b) birds c) flying
lizards of the t_e Ramphorhynchus, d) butterflies,
e) bats, f) flying lizards of type Pteranodon.
|
Furthermore the mass of the body can contribute in different
degrees to the torque equalization about the transverse axis.
For birds with !ong neck and long legs the stretching of these
members in a forward and backward direction,i.ev far removed from
the point of rotation, can play a certain, although subordinate
*K. Lorenz writes that a tailless buzzard could fly with definite
i difficulty (with stabilizing forward and backward motion of the
wing) while tailless crows could fly without any visible
• impairment.
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role. (figure 15 b). In flight positions where, for the lack of
sufficient flow the tail surface can hardly be effective, such
as flight in place, the center of gravity (at least for more
slowly beating types) is located as low as possible (figure 4 b).
In very many insects which specialize in this "in place" flying
mode, a special stabilization is not even present.
Special attention must be paid in this connection to the
flight of the dragonflies which, as is well known, possess /362
the capability to move their two wing pairs in opposite senses,
i.e._with timed phase intervals of a half swing. The advantage
of such a flying mode lies in the fact that the differences in
the effect of away-and-return stroke are mutually compensated
since both motions are carried out simultaneously by one pair
of wings each. The mass center of gravity can thus, in contrast
to the flying mode of Dirds, bats etc., describe a straight-
line path with almost equal velocity. The disadvantage lies in
the appearance of a considerable angular momentum about the
I transverse axis because of the distance, in the longitudina!
axis direction, of the pressure points* of both pairs of wings
(cf. figure 16 a).
The dragonflies first compensate this disadvantage by a
very strong stretching of the body mass - the typical thin,
long dragonfly body is, without a doubt, a correlative of the
flying mode - and then, as it appears, by maintaining a relatively
high flap frequency; for smaller required air forces the amplitude
is obviously reduced preferentially, and not, as otherwise
customary, the frequency.
The flying mode of the dragonflies can be simulated in the
flight model considerably more easily than that of the birds.
The relatively slow flap frequency of the models built by us to
date (span width not below 30 cm) really requires the installation
*Here the pressure point means the center of gravity of the lift
F distribution of the right and left wing, taken separately.
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Figure 16: a) Physical appearance of a dragonfly; b) and
c) flight modelsaccording to the dragonfly flight principle.
In b) the flight pairs are moved alternately as for the
dragonfly, and in c) alternately cross-wise. The crosses
denote the given positions of the pressure points, d) sketches
of two typicalwingpositionsof the modelc) (frommovies);f
the small arrows denote the flapping direction, at the moment,
of the wings.
of a tai! surface for additional momentum equalization. One
c_n reduce this torque greatly by allowing the wings to slant
toward the rear (figure 16 b) which makes possible to bring the
pressure points closer in the direction of the longitudinal
axis; it can be eliminated by allowing the wings to flap toward
one another in a crossing mode (figure 16 c,d). In this case
a stable flight (for not too low a flap frequency) is entirely
possible even without any additional surface, such as for the
dragonflies themselves. For larger construction sizes, however,
a certain moment about the vertical axis necessitates at least
a vertical stabilization surface while an additional horizontal
one increases flight safety.* •
These brief dissertations concerning what has been achieved
to date in swing-model construction were intended only to show
that a definite starting point for exact measurements has been
achieved; however, a thorough continued development of models for [
p_rticular measurement purposes is required. In conjunction with
a theory still to be established it would then be possible to
determine the effect of the peculiarities of wing motions, the
role of the absolute size, of the shape of the wing and wing
loading, and thus, in connection, the reduced frequency and the ii
Reynolds number, the effect of force distribution, the mutual
effects of several surfaces (fore-wings, slot wings, double wings
of dragonflies and grasshoppers, etc.), the various possibilities
for control and stabilization_ and many others. Thus the necessary
exact foundation would be provided for a future development of
human flight technology in this direction - a possibility which
can neither be proven nor disclaimed today.
It is hoped that close cooperation between biological and
physiological, physical-technological and aerodynamic methods
and viewpoints _ would soon lead to the formation of a new fruit-
ful branch of German science, flight biophysics; this should be
forthcoming from this area of research which offers many interesting
facets in various directions and which till now has been greatly
neglected either because of the difficulties or because of
objections to rather uncritical, optimistic presentations or because
of the feeling that man is finally superior to nature. It is hoped
that this presentation will furnish inspirations in this direction.
* i
flight model of this type with 0.5 m span width was able
to carry out, at the above-mentioned Breslau contest, steep
flights of 6-7 m above starting height and of up to 44 see
duration.
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